Preface

This book is a monograph from submissions by the 7th International Conference on Fuzzy Information and Engineering (ICFIE’2014) and the 1st International Conference of Operations Research and Management (ICORM’2014) during November 7–11, 2014 in Zhuhai, China. The monograph is published by Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing (AISC), Springer, ISSN: 1867-5662.

This year, we received more than 100 submissions. Each paper underwent a rigorous review process. Only high-quality papers are included in the book.

The book, containing papers, is divided into five main parts:

In Part I, subjects on “Fuzzy Systems and Its Applications.”
In Part II, themes on “Fuzzy Mathematics and Its Applications.”
In Part III, topics discussed on “Fuzzy Information and Computer.”
In Part IV, ideas circling around “Operations Research and Management and Its Applications.”
In Part V, dissertations on “Others.”

We appreciate the organizations sponsored by International Fuzzy Information and Engineering Association (chips); Fuzzy Information and Engineering Branch of ORSC; Operations Research Society of Guangdong Province; China Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao Operations Research Society and undertaken by Beijing Normal University, Zhuhai, Guangdong, China.

Heartfelt thanks to the Guangdong Provincial Science and Technology Association, Guangzhou University, China, for fund for co-sponsorships.

We are grateful to Mazandaran University, Iran; Fuzzy Information and Engineering Branch of International Institute of General Systems Studies in China (IIGSS-GB) for support.

We appreciate the Editorial Committee, reviewers, in particular, Prof. Witold Pedrycz in Canada’s chief scientist intelligent computing. We are thankful to our students: Postdoctoral: Xue-gang Zhou, Ph.D.: Xiao-peng Yang; Master: Ze-jian Qin and Geng-tao Zhang, who have contributed a lot to the development of this issue. We wish to express our heartfelt appreciation to all the authors and participants for their great contributions that made these conferences possible and all the
hard work worthwhile. Meanwhile, we are thankful to China Education and Research Foundation; China Science and Education Publishing House, and China Charity Press Publishing and its president Mr. Dong-cai Lai for sponsoring.

Finally, we thank the publisher, Springer, for publishing the AISC (Notes: Our series of conference proceedings by Springer, like *Advances in Soft Computing* (ASC), AISC, (ASC 40, ASC 54, AISC 62, AISC 78, AISC 82 and AISC 147, included into EI and indexed by Thomson Reuters Conference Proceedings Citation Index (ISTP); AISC 211 and AISC 254 awaiting EI index), and thank the supports coming from international magazine *Fuzzy Information and Engineering* by Elsevier, and *Operations Research Management and Fuzzy Mathematics* by China Science and Education Press (Hong Kong).
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